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Preface
From all of us here at Henry Schein Medical Systems, Inc., thank you for selecting MicroMD EMR, electronic
health records software that helps you get back to the business of healing. This guide is a quick reference
to all of the newest features of MicroMD EMR. This guide does not cover hardware setup, networking, or
installation of the program.

How This Guide is Organized
In general, we have organized this guide according to the modules within MicroMD EMR. The discussion
consists mainly of the new features with the system, as well as other important information you need to
know related to the new version. You can find in-depth information about the entire module in the
MicroMD EMR User’s Reference Manual located in the Help menu of MicroMD EMR.

Conventions Used in This Guide
Before using this guide, it is important to understand the typographical conventions used to identify and
describe information.

Cross-References
Cross-references to chapters, sections, page numbers, headings, etc. are shown in an italic typeface.
e.g., Refer to Conventions Used in This Guide page i.

Text You Type Using the Keyboard
Text that you type using the keyboard is shown in a Courier typeface.
e.g., Type Anthony Smith in the Name field.

Keys You Press and Buttons You Click
Keys that you press on the keyboard and buttons/icons that you click with the mouse are shown in a bold
sans-serif typeface.
e.g., Press Enter.
e.g., Click OK to continue.

Dialog Box, Application Window Titles, and Field Names
The titles of dialog boxes and application windows are shown in italics. Field names and selections made
from drop-down menus, etc. are also shown in italics.
e.g., The Print Preview dialog box appears.
e.g., Select Commercial Insurance from the drop-down list.
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Warnings, Notes and Tips
Warnings, notes and tips appear throughout the guide. They provide additional information important for
you to know about a topic.

 Warning Table



A warning alerts you to a severe situation, a potential for
data loss, or other critical information about the actions
discussed in the instructions.

 Note Table

○

A note highlights some important information you need
to know to use the features of the system correctly or to
get the results you expect.

 Tip Table

ii



This type of tip highlights helpful information you may not
know about the system or feature.



This type of tip contains a reference to some related
information or a related feature on another page or in
another section of the guide.
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General Changes
ICD-9 Codes No Longer Appear
With version 16.0, ICD-9 codes no longer appear throughout the system; however, they still exist in the
system for reporting purposes or other historical needs.

ICD-10 Code Mapping
With the removal of the ICD-9 codes in the system, the ICD-10 Code Mapping feature is no longer necessary
and was removed from the system. You could previously access the option with ICD-10 Code Mapping
under the Administration button.

Figure 1.1 ICD-10 Code Mapping

Justifying Diagnoses
In the Justifying ICDs window for a procedure, the ICD-9 codes will now never appear, and the window now
automatically sorts by the ICD-10 code and then by description. (To access the Justifying ICDs window,
right-click a procedure in an encounter and select Justifying Diagnosis from the pop-up menu.)

Figure 1.2 Justifying Diagnoses for a Procedure
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Copy All To Function in Common List Builder

MicroMD EMR Practice Settings
In addition, the Hide ICD9 Code on display and print checkbox on the Practice Settings window in the
MicroMD EMR Manager was removed.

Figure 1.3 MicroMD EMR Practice Settings

User Preferences
The preference for the ICD-9 codes was also removed from the user’s preferences (under Tools > User
Preferences). Since the ICD-9 codes were removed from the system, the option to Hide ICD-9 Code on
Display and Print was also removed.

Figure 1.4 User Preference

Copy All To Function in Common List Builder
A popular request was to allow practices to create a Common List and then copy that Common List out to
multiple providers in their practice. In addition, the practice can copy out ALL Common Lists to multiple
users in the practice.

Figure 1.5 Copy All Common Lists

1.2
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Copy Common List to Providers
If there is a single Common List you want to copy out to one or more providers, you can now use the
Common List Builder to do so. From the main menu select Tools > Common List Builder. When you select
the Common List you want to share (e.g., Habits), you can click the new Copy To button (Figure 1.6).
The Copy To button opens the Copy Common Lists To window that allows you to choose a single user, a
group of users, or a combination of users and groups. To add a user or group, double-click the user or
group on the left side (or click the Add button).

Figure 1.6 Copy a Single Common List to Other Users
If you want to clear out the selected users’ Common List, place a check mark next to Remove existing
common list from the target user(s).



Use caution when removing another user’s common
list. You could ruin their entire workflow if you do so
without prior warning.

Copy All Common Lists to Providers
With version 16.0, practices also now have the ability to copy all of a user’s common lists OUT to one
or more users in the system. From the main menu select Tools > Common List Builder. Under the
Categories pane, you can click the new Copy All To button (Figure 1.5).
The Copy All To button opens the Copy All Common Lists To window that allows you to choose a single
user, a group of users, or a combination of users and groups. To add a user or group, double-click the user
or group on the left side (or click the Add button).
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Figure 1.7 Copy All Common Lists to Other Users
If you want to clear out the selected users’ Common List, place a check mark next to Remove existing
common lists from the target user(s).

Alert Message When Responding to an Old Message
In practices that use the internal Mail and Phone Messages features of the EMR, there are many times when
staff members have conversations going between teams of people—multiple people associated with a
message. At times, those conversations go on for several messages with users responding to an old
message in the conversation thread, rather than to the most recent.
With version 16.0, when you click the Reply, Reply All, or Forward button for a message, the system now
displays a yellow bar at the top of the message to alert you that you are not responding to the most recent
message in the conversation.

Figure 1.8 Alert When Not Opening the Latest Message in a Conversation
If you respond to such a message and want to read and respond to the most recent one, simply click the
yellow alert bar to switch to the newest message. The system discards your current reply and opens the
Mail window for the newest message in the conversation so you can continue. Close any open message
windows when you are done responding, just like in current versions.

1.4
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Attachment Window Change
In version 16.0, the Attachment window was updated and enhanced with an improved workflow. When
you add an attachment to the patient’s chart, the Add Attachments window controls how you add that
attachment and if you want to associate that document with orders or other information in the system.
You can access this window from various areas in the system.

Figure 1.9 New Attachment Window

Attachment Methods
In the new window, the File Name, Service Date, and attachment methods have moved to the top of the
window. You will find the attachment methods in the drop-down next to the File Name field. Click the
drop-down icon (
) to display the menu of options.

Figure 1.10 Attachment Methods

Existing File
Enter a file name and select Existing File from the drop-down menu. The system displays the Open
window and allows you to locate your file and select it as you always have.
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Scan a Document
To scan a document into the document manager, enter a file name and select Scan a Document from
the drop-down menu. This opens the MicroMD Scanning window and allows you to scan files as you
always have.

Create Dictation
The dictation feature was upgraded. If you want to add a voice recording to MicroMD DMS, enter a file
name for the dictation and select Create Dictation from the drop-down menu. The new Dictation
Recording window opens.

Figure 1.11 New Dictation Recorder
Click the Record button in the ribbon bar and speak into your microphone. Click the Stop button
when finished. You can click the Play button to hear your recording before you save it. When satisfied,
click the main DMS button and select Save Dictation from the drop-down menu.

Figure 1.12 Saving a Dictation
If you are not satisfied with the dictation, select Clear Dictation from the main DMS button and start
your recording again.



You can also use Dragon Medical Voice Recognition with
the Dictation Recorder.

Web Address
To add a link to an external web site to the patient’ s chart (or to your practice’s file cabinet), select
Web Address from the drop-down to switch the File Name field to a Web Address field. You can then
type the web address you want to load as the attachment.

1.6
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New Results Status Field
When adding an attachment as a test result, you can now set the status of the result at the same time.
When you place a check mark next to Create Test Result, the system enables the Result Status drop-down,
and you can set the status of the test result from this attachment window.

Figure 1.13 Results Status Field

Results Analysis and Notes Appear on Printout
When a user enters text in the Results Analysis field or the Notes field for a test result (either from the
Desktop or the patient’s chart), the system now includes that text on the printout when printing from the
View Results Grouped window. You can print the results from the View Results Grouped window using the
Print button at the bottom of the window.

Figure 1.14 Analysis and Notes on Printout
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MicroMD DMS Enhancements
For version 16.0, two enhancements were made to the MicroMD Document Management System.

Notes and Comments
In MicroMD DMS, users can no longer edit or remove existing Page Notes or Document Comments on a
document or page once it is saved. Users can only add a new Page Note or a new Document Comment to
the file.

Figure 1.15 MicroMD DMS Appended Note

New View Options in MicroMD DMS
On the ribbon bar in MicroMD DMS, there is a new View section with different views you can access from
the current window. For example, if you are currently in the Folder view and you want to search for a file
without closing the Folder view, you can click the Search button. The system opens the window separately
from your current window.

Figure 1.16 New View Options in MicroMD DMS
If you click the button related to a window you already have open, the system brings it to the foreground
and makes it the active window for you. For example, if you have the Folder view open and you want to
search for a file, click the Search button. On the search window, if you want to return to the folder view,
click the Folder button on the search view.

1.8
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Include “From” Fax Number in Fax Header
In version 16.0, you now have the ability to include the “from” fax number in the header stamp of
an outgoing fax when using Interfax. The new Page Header field on the Interfax setup allows you to
configure your practice’s header stamp. (Access Interfax setup in the MicroMD EMR Manager under
Communications > Fax > Interfax. Click the Edit button and navigate to the final step.)



If you do not want to change anything, there is nothing
you need to do. The system sends the MicroMD default
header when the new Page Header field is blank.

Figure 1.17 New Page Header Field for Outgoing Fax

○

Interfax has a header limit of 90 characters, including
spaces and punctuation.

If you want to include the “from” fax number in the header stamp, you could enter the following text in the
Page Header field:
{datemm/dd/yyyy} {timehhmm} [FROM_NAME] [FROM_FAXNO] p{pagenumber}/{totalpages}

Due to character and space restrictions, you need to remove some data that is not as important for you. In
our example, we removed the company name so the user’s name who sent the fax was included, but you
could remove any piece of data to make room.
To change the outgoing header, you have several options on what to enter in the Page Header field:

 Type a combination of codes:
- MicroMD codes (in square brackets). You have three to choose from:
• [FROM_NAME]: When you type [FROM_NAME] in the Page Header field, the header
on the fax includes the first name and last name of the user sending the fax, regardless
of the user selected in the From field of the Send Fax window. The user’s name is
found in the MicroMD EMR Manager on the Personal tab of their user account.

• [FROM_COMPANY]: Typing [FROM_COMPANY] in the Page Header field includes the
name of the location selected in the Clinic field on the Send Fax window.
MicroMD EMR Update Guide Version 16.0
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• [FROM_FAXNO]: When you type [FROM_FAXNO] in the Page Header field, the
header on the fax includes the fax number entered in top portion of the Send Fax
window (in the Fax field).

- Type actual text. Text without brackets of any kind go out on every fax exactly as you type it.
In our example, the “p” and the slash ( / ) are actual text: p{pagenumber}/{totalpages}

- Interfax-specific codes. You can find more information about these online with Interfax.
 Type only a Y in the field to use the custom header you define in your practice’s Interfax account
online. You can define the header in your Interfax account online.

1.10
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Prescription Module Changes
New Structured Sig
To help you prescribe dosages that are easy for your patients (and pharmacies) to understand, version 16.0
provides a more structured way of prescribing a medication and provides additional dosage options. With
the new Structured Sig feature, you can also easily create step-down prescriptions and other varied
dosages that help increase quality of care, patient safety, and medication accuracy.

○

These new features also apply to the medication window
for Long-Term Medications and Other medication.

Figure 2.1 Structured Sig on a Prescription
The National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) sets forth the requirements and standards
for transmitting electronic prescriptions. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) plan to begin
requiring prescriptions in the structured SIG format by January 1, 2020. In addition, MicroMD EMR goes
through certification with Surescripts and maintains the standards for their Quality Program. Structured
Sig is part of that process this year.

○

There will be some pharmacies that do not send requests
in a structured format, as can happen now. The system
saves this information as text in the Additional Dosage
Instructions section as it does now, which displays in the
Sig section of the prescription pad.
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Adding a Structured Sig
In the Prescription Pad or the encounter, when you add a medication to the Patient Medications side,
the Dosage area is now blank unless you have a Dosage Manager entry for that medication or if you are represcribing a medication. If you do not have a Dosage Manager entry for the specific medication, but you
do have instruction templates, you can access the Dosage Manager with the drop-down button (Figure
2.1).
To add prescription instructions manually, click the Edit Sig icon (
for the medication.

), which opens the Sig Editor window

Figure 2.2 Sig Entry
As you complete the fields on the window, the system automatically translates that information into
patient-friendly text at the bottom of the window under Sig Text. Next to the new Route field and the
Timing fields are also Clarifying Text fields you can use to include additional details needed to help the
patient know the method to take/use the medication and how often to take/use it. For example, you could
type the text with food in the Clarifying Text field for Route. The additional text appears in the Sig Text
field at the bottom.
Once you have completed the prescription instructions, click OK.



2.2

When you type text in the Additional Dosage
Instructions field, the system includes that information
at the end of the patient-friendly text.
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Multiple Instructions for a Single Medication
There are some prescriptions with more complicated instructions that vary from the basic “take one pill a
day” prescription. For example, if you need to create a step-down prednisone 5 mg tablet prescription, the
new Structured Sig format makes this much easier for you to accomplish.
Once you add the first part of the prescription instruction, click the green Add icon ( ) on the Sig Editor
window to add a new set of instructions. This creates another page to the prescription instructions and
allows you to enter the same type of information. You can page through the instructions of the sig using
the left and right arrows ( and ). To delete a page of instructions, simply click the Delete icon ( ).

Figure 2.3 Further Prescription Instructions
You will notice an extra drop-down at the top of the additional instruction pages. This drop-down tells
the patient how this new set of instructions relates to the previous set. You have the following options:

 THEN: When you select THEN from the drop-down, the patient performs the first set of
instructions first when taking the medication and the second set of instructions after that. And
so on if you have multiple sets of instructions. See Figure 2.3.

 AND: When you select AND from the drop-down, the patient should perform both sets of
instructions at the same time when using the medication.

 OR: Selecting OR from the drop-down communicates to the patient that either set of
prescription instructions is acceptable when using the medication. For example, the patient can
take a single tablet once a day or half a tablet twice a day.

 NOT: The NOT instruction is useful when you have a medication that the patient should never
take a certain way.
As you build your prescription, the system displays the current patient-friendly prescription instructions
at the bottom of the window in the Sig Text field (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4 Multiple Prescription Instructions
MicroMD EMR Update Guide Version 16.0
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Dosage Manager Changes
The new Structured Sig also changes the way you create a template in the Dosage Manager. The behaviors
are the same as described above. You can access your Dosage Manager dosage templates from the new
Sig Editor window when entering the prescription instructions. The system also still automatically
populates the sig if you have a template created for a specific medication. Please refer to the main
MicroMD EMR User’s Reference Manual for more in-depth details on using the Dosage Manager.



We recommend taking a few minutes to create Dosage
Manager templates for your top 10 most prescribed
medications or for the more complicated prescriptions.
When you prescribe the medication, the system
automatically populates the entire dosage for you.

Displays of the Prescription Throughout MicroMD EMR
With the new Structured Sig, the Prescription Processor window, the yellow sticky areas throughout the
system, reports, and encounters now display the patient-friendly text of the prescription instructions.

Figure 2.5 Prescription Instructions in the Patient’s Chart (Example)

2.4
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Real-Time Prescription Benefits
In version 16.0, the Prescription Pad and the Encounter Medications now reflect the Surescripts Real-Time
Prescription Benefit feature. This feature provides access to complete, patient-specific drug benefit and
cost information, in real time, down to the dose. Along with the electronic Prior Authorization (ePA)
feature, MicroMD EMR provides the information you need, increasing prescription price transparency,
preventing a delay in treatment while your office waits for prior authorizations, and allowing you to make
decisions that are right for the patient—right at the point of care.
With the new Real-Time Formulary, MicroMD EMR can now display much more detail about the patient’s
medication coverage from the price of different dosages or alternative to the dollar amount the patient
can expect to pay at the selected pharmacy and how much will be applied to their deductible. Once you
choose the medication and dosage information, you can select the Prescription Benefit Manager (PBM)
from the Prescription Coverage drop-down to view the patient's coverage.

Figure 2.6 Real-Time Formulary Details
To see pricing for the medication at different pharmacies, select the pharmacy in the Prescription Pad to
re-retrieve the information. The system updates the information in real time from Surescripts. The same is
true from the Medication tab of the encounter.

Figure 2.7 Pharmacy in the Encounter
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When you add a medication to the patient’s encounter, you can now select a different pharmacy from the
Pharmacy drop-down and retrieve the Real-Time Formulary Details. The field defaults to the patient’s
preferred pharmacy if there is one listed in their chart.



This new real-time feature eliminates the need to
download the formulary database every week and
provides the most up-to-date information.

RxFill Indicator
With the new prescription features, providers have the added benefit of choosing whether to receive
dispensing statuses from the pharmacy and which statuses are most important to the provider. In
addition, providers can choose to receive a dispensing status per medication.

Fill Indicator
For each medication you prescribe, you can choose the level of dispensing status you would like to receive
for this prescription for this patient. You make that choice on the Prescription Processor window. Table 2.1
explains the statuses in more detail.

Figure 2.8 Fill Indicator Selection



Set your default preference with the RxFill Indicator
drop-down in the Prescriptions section of your user
preferences (page 2.8).

If you decide later, after sending the prescription, that you want the pharmacy to send dispensing status
information to you, you can click the Process Rx button for a medication, select the type of status you
want to receive, and click the Send button again. The system updates the prescription message at the

2.6
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pharmacy. From that point forward, the pharmacy should send you those statuses when the action occurs
in the pharmacy’s computer system.
Table 2.1

Fill Indicator Statuses

Status

Description

All Fill Statuses

Select this option to receive dispensing status information for every
dispensing action taken at the pharmacy for this prescription. This includes
when the patient's prescription is:






Dispensed
Partially Dispensed
Not Dispensed
Transferred

For the Not Dispensed status, there is a certain amount of time that elapses
at the pharmacy before the pharmacy marks the prescription in their
system as not picked up by the patient and the pharmacy puts the
medication back on the shelf.
The dispensing status displays in the Prescriptions section of your Desktop.
See page for more details.
All Fill Statuses Except
Transferred

Select this option to receive dispensing status information for every
dispensing action listed above, except when the pharmacy transfers the
prescription to another pharmacy.

Dispensed And Partially
Dispensed

Select this option to receive dispensing status information only for those
prescriptions that the pharmacy dispensed or partially dispensed.

Partially Dispensed And
Not Dispensed

Select this option to receive dispensing status information when the
pharmacy only partially dispenses the patient’s prescription or doesn’t
dispense it at all.
For the Not Dispensed status, there is a certain amount of time that elapses
at the pharmacy before the pharmacy marks the prescription in their
system as not picked up by the patient and the pharmacy puts the
medication back on the shelf.

Not Dispensed And
Transferred

Select this option to receive dispensing status information only when the
pharmacy does not dispense the medication or when they transfer the
prescription to another pharmacy.
For the Not Dispensed status, there is a certain amount of time that elapses
at the pharmacy before the pharmacy marks the prescription in their
system as not picked up by the patient and the pharmacy puts the
medication back on the shelf.

Partially Dispensed

Select this option to receive dispensing status information just when the
pharmacy only partially dispenses the patient’s prescription.
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Fill Indicator Statuses (continued)

Status

Description

Not Dispensed

Select this option to receive dispensing status information only when the
pharmacy does not dispense the medication at all.
For the Not Dispensed status, there is a certain amount of time that elapses
at the pharmacy before the pharmacy marks the prescription in their
system as not picked up by the patient and the pharmacy puts the
medication back on the shelf.

Cancel All Fill Statuses

If you do not want to receive any (or you no longer want to receive)
dispensing status information in the Prescriptions section of your Desktop
for this prescription, select Cancel All Fill Statuses.

Dispensing Statuses on the Desktop
Once the prescriber has their status preferences set up, those statuses appear in the prescriber’s Desktop
under Prescriptions (Figure 2.9). Set the Route filter to Sent to see the statuses of the prescriptions you’ve
sent out. In the Rx Status column of the entry, the system displays the status of that prescription.

Figure 2.9 Dispensing Status in the Sent List

User Preference for Fill Indicator
You can set your default preference for the Fill Indicator drop-down depending on your personal needs.
For example, you only want to receive the dispensing status of a medication when you prescribe certain
controlled substances. You could set your RxFill Indicator preference to Cancel All Fill Statuses and then
only choose the status you want to receive at the time you prescribe. For all other prescriptions, you would
not receive dispensing status information. See Table 2.1 on page 2.7 for details on each status.

2.8
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Figure 2.10 RxFill Indicator User Preference

Adding Compound Medications
When creating non-standard medications in the system, there are new requirements to include the
ingredients of compound medications and identify the form of that medication. When you select
Compound from the Composition Type drop-down, you must add the ingredients of that compound
medication.

Figure 2.11 New Fields When Adding a Non-Standard Medication

○

After updating to version 16.0, if you prescribe a
compound medication that does not contain a list of
ingredients, the system prompts you to edit the
medication. You cannot prescribe the medication without
an ingredients list.

In the Includes Ingredients section:

 Click the Lookup icon (

) to open the Ingredients reference list. You can also click the dropdown arrow and select either Ingredient Set or Medication List to choose the appropriate item
for the compound.

MicroMD EMR Update Guide Version 16.0
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 Search for your first ingredient and either double-click it or click the Insert button to add it to
the compound.

 Identify the details of the ingredient for the compound.
 Click the Lookup icon (

) to add another component to the compound.

 Continue building the compound until complete.
 Click the OK button when you are satisfied with the new medication.

○

You cannot create a compound medication without
listing the ingredients and the “recipe” details of those
ingredients.

Assigning to Multiple Staff Members for Action on a Prescription
Prescribers also have the ability now with version 16.0 to assign multiple users and/or groups for action on
a prescription. When you click the Lookup icon ( ) next to Assigned to in the Prescription Processor
window, the Assign to Staff window opens.

Figure 2.12 Assigning Multiple Users for Action on a Prescription
You can choose a single user, multiple individual users, and/or user groups. Just like assigning to a single
user in previous versions, the prescription appears in each user’s Desktop under Prescriptions. However, if
one user has the prescription open on their Desktop, the system locks the prescription and prevents any
other user from opening the prescription.
When a user marks the item as complete, the system removes the prescription from everyone’s Desktop to
avoid multiple processing.
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Pharmacy on Processing Window Moved
You will notice that the Pharmacy field on the Prescription Processor window has moved from the Send to
Pharmacy section to the top of the window (Figure 2.13).

Figure 2.13 Prescription Processor Window
The drop-down defaults and interacts with the Send to Pharmacy section as it always has. It just now also
applies to the Print Script section as well. If you need to change the pharmacy for the prescription, simply
select it from the drop-down.

Pharmacy in Encounter Medication
With version 16.0, you can now select the patient’s pharmacy when writing the prescription in an
encounter and this information carries through to the Prescription Processor window when you process
the encounter prescriptions.

Figure 2.14 Pharmacy in Encounter Medications
The Pharmacy drop-down in the encounter contains the list of the patient’s pharmacies and defaults to
the patient’s preferred pharmacy, just like the Prescription Processor window has always done. You can
add a list of the patient’s typical pharmacies and set their preferred pharmacy on the patient’s
Demographics tab under Pharmacies.
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Administer By
In version 16.0, there is a new Administer By field on the Prescription Pad that allows the prescriber to
identify a staff member who needs to administer the medication from the prescription. When you place a
check mark next to Administer By and choose a user, the system creates a medication order and adds the
order to the user’s Desktop, just like when doing so in an encounter.

Figure 2.15 Administer By in Prescription Pad

Associated Diagnosis Enhancement
Another new enhancement on the Prescription Pad is the ability to right-click on a diagnosis in the
Associated Diagnosis field and either remove the diagnosis from the prescription or add the selected
diagnosis to the patient's problem list.

Figure 2.16 New Right-Click Menu in Associated Diagnosis
When you select Add to Problem List from the right-click menu, the system opens a new Problem List
entry and allows you to create the entry right away.

Drug Warning Window Enhancements
In the Drug Warning window, the system now combines warnings into the same row when the Conflict
Type, Conflict Severity, and Description columns are identical for the medication you tried to prescribe.
Within each Conflict Severity, the system also now sorts your drug warnings in the following order:

 Allergy warnings
 Drug-to-drug warnings
 Precautions
 Drug-to-disease warnings
2.12
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Pharmacy Fields in the Prescription Template
When creating prescription templates, practices now have the option to add pharmacy details to the
printed prescriptions.

Figure 2.17 Pharmacy Information on Printed Prescription
Practices can create and edit prescription templates from the Administration section of the Desktop
under Prescription Template Manager. Once you have created a template, you can choose any of the
pharmacy fields and add to the template. Table 2.2 details the fields that are now available for use in the
template.

Figure 2.18 Prescription Template
Table 2.2

New Pharmacy Fields for Prescription Templates

Field

Description

Pharmacy additional info

Pulls the text from the Additional Info field on the pharmacy chosen in
the Pharmacy drop-down at the top of the Prescription Processor
window.

Pharmacy additional phone

Pulls the number in the Add. phone # field for the pharmacy chosen in
the Pharmacy drop-down at the top of the Prescription Processor
window.
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Table 2.2

Pharmacy Fields in the Prescription Template

New Pharmacy Fields for Prescription Templates (continued)

Field

Description

Pharmacy cross street

Pulls the cross street for the pharmacy chosen in the Pharmacy dropdown at the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy e-mail

Pulls the e-mail for the pharmacy chosen in the Pharmacy drop-down
at the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy fax

Pulls the fax number for the pharmacy chosen in the Pharmacy dropdown at the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy full address

Pulls the full address on up to three lines for the pharmacy chosen in
the Pharmacy drop-down at the top of the Prescription Processor
window.

Pharmacy is 24-hour

Pulls the data from the Is 24 hour field on the pharmacy chosen in the
Pharmacy drop-down at the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy name

Pulls the name for the pharmacy chosen in the Pharmacy drop-down
at the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy phone

Pulls the phone number for the pharmacy chosen in the Pharmacy
drop-down at the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy store number

Pulls the store number for the pharmacy chosen in the Pharmacy dropdown at the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy street address

Pulls the first line of the address for the pharmacy chosen in the
Pharmacy drop-down at the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy street address 2

Pulls the second line of the address for the pharmacy chosen in the
Pharmacy drop-down at the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy city

Pulls the city for the pharmacy chosen in the Pharmacy drop-down at
the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy state

Pulls the state for the pharmacy chosen in the Pharmacy drop-down at
the top of the Prescription Processor window.

Pharmacy zip

Pulls the ZIP code entered for the pharmacy chosen in the Pharmacy
drop-down at the top of the Prescription Processor window.
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Cursor Focus in RxHub Medications Window
Previously in the RxHub Medications window, when you clicked the LTM or Other button to add one of the
medications to the patient’s chart, your mouse cursor would scroll the list of medications to the top of the
list and select the first medication automatically.

Figure 2.19 RxHub Medications List
With version 16.0, the system keeps your medication selected after you add it to the patient’s chart.



You can now also use your mouse wheel to scroll through
the window.
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Order Status Displays in List
To help make workflows more efficient and to provide more information in a single glance, a Status
column was added to the Orders in the patient’s chart. On the Medical Information tab, click Orders, and
users can now quickly see the status of each order in the patient's list.

Figure 3.1 Order Status Column



Click the Status column to group statuses together. For
example, you can see all Requested orders grouped
together.
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Severity in Problem List
Another quick change made in the system was to eliminate the prompt to set a severity level for a Problem
List entry. With version 16.0, the system automatically sets the severity level to NA if the user has not made
a specific selection by the time they save the Problem List entry.

Figure 3.2 Severity in Problem List

Questionable Added to Fetal Movement
A common request for the Prenatal Visits section was to add the option of Questionable to the Fetal
Movement drop-down (Figure 3.3). Often, especially in the early stages of pregnancy, the answer is not a
clear Yes or a clear No. The option, when selected, will now also appear on any printouts or display areas
that include Fetal Movement.

Figure 3.3 Fetal Movement Drop-Down
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Encounter Changes
Date Range and Rendering Providers on Bill Builder Window
In version 16.0, the Bill Builder window now has two new changes: a date range for each line item and the
Provider column was renamed to Rendering Provider for clarity and carries over to MicroMD PM as a
rendering provider.

Figure 4.1 Bill Builder Window

Date Range
You can now enter a Date From and a Date To for each line item for those line items that span multiple
days. These different dates then carry over to the Pending Charges in MicroMD PM. The system defaults to
the current visit date.

Figure 4.2 Date Range in Pending Charges

○

In MicroMD PM, you can see the Date From and Date To
when you toggle the Pending Charges list to the main
Charges/Payments window.
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Rendering and Billing Providers
In addition to the date range, the Provider column in the Bill Builder window was renamed to Rendering
Provider. You set the Rendering Provider using the drop-downs on each line item, and the system retains
that Rendering Provider when sending the charges to the PM.

Figure 4.3 Rendering Provider Transfers to MicroMD PM
By default, MicroMD PM associates the Billing Provider identified in the Billing Provider drop-down on the
Bill Builder window in the EMR as the Billing Provider for the pending charges in the PM.

Figure 4.4 Billing Provider on Bill Builder Window
If, however, you have each of your Rendering Providers associated with a Billing Provider in the PM (Figure
4.5) and you want to bill out based on who provided the service, you can tell MicroMD to use the Rendering
Providers from the Pending Charges. In this one-to-one relationship, MicroMD will use the Rendering
Provider on each line item to determine the Billing Provider for each pending charge. Be sure there is a
check mark in the Use Rendering Provider checkbox under Setup > Practice Preferences > Additional
Modules > MicroMD EMR > Setup.

Figure 4.5 Provider Setup in MicroMD PM



4.2

Remember: If you want to separate the sequences by
Billing Provider, be sure there is a check mark in the Split
Charges By Prov option in MicroMD PM.
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Alert When ICD from a Problem List or Template is Obsolete
During an encounter, providers can add an assessment from the patient’s problem list to the current
encounter, and they can also add an assessment by way of a CliniGuide template. In the past, if the code
associated with the problem or template was made obsolete between the time it was added to the
patient’s chart or template to the time the provider tried to add it to an encounter, the system did not
prompt them that the code needed to be updated. This would make it to the billing department and take
time to make changes for proper billing.
With version 16.0, the system now checks if the assessment is current when a user adds the problem or
template to the encounter and informs them if it was made obsolete.

Figure 4.6 Obsolete ICD from the Problem List
Once alerted, the provider should remove the assessment and choose the appropriate one from the
Diagnosis reference list in the encounter.

Search Field Added to Descriptor Values
For descriptor values in the encounter, users can now search for the value they want to add. Simply begin
typing the name of the value (e.g., start typing the word “Stable”) in the new search field—identified with
the magnifying glass—and the system begins to filter the list of values automatically (Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7 Descriptor Value Search Field
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Character Limit for Impression Quick Text
In the Assessment section of the encounter, the character limit of the Quick Text entries for the Impression
field was increased to 3000 characters. This allows more freedom to create lengthier standardized text for
common impressions.

Figure 4.8 Quick Text Entry for Impression Field

Family History in Medical History Recorder
In the Medical History Recorder, the Family History section now allows you to enter multiple entries in
succession like other areas of the recorder. When you click Add to create a new Family History entry, there
is now an Apply/New button on the window. When you need to add more than one condition at a time,
you can click the Apply/New button to submit the current entry and clear out the fields so you can add
new details for the next one.

Figure 4.9 Family History Apply/New Button in History Recorder
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Rule Manager Changes
One of the bigger projects at MicroMD is improving the Rule Manager in the EMR. The Rule Manager is a
powerful and flexible tool that helps you maintain standards within your practice and remind providers to
complete certain tasks. You can also use the rules to help you during your own personal workflows based
on a variety of data, from patient demographics to specific diagnoses. Refer to the main MicroMD EMR
User’s Reference Manual for in-depth details on using rules.

Multiple Rules on a Single Window
A common request over the years has been to eliminate the multiple pop-up windows that occur when a
user triggers several rules at once. For example, a provider has created several rules based on opening a
patient’s chart. She has rules to check if the patient has had a flu shot, to check if the patient has a high
BMI, and to alert her if the patient has high blood pressure and has not received education materials yet.
Her administrator has also created a rule to display a message if the patient is a new or returning patient
with a transition of care. In previous versions, she would need to click through pop-up after pop-up. With
version 16.0, the system now displays all triggered rules in a single window (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1 All Rules—One Rule Window
At the top of the window is the list of rules activated by the user’s actions and the message (if there is one)
associated with the rule. The total number of rules listed in the window displays in the blue footer.
When the user selects the rule in the top portion, the details appear in the bottom portion of the window,
just like the details that appeared in previous versions. The remaining behaviors remain the same as
always, but rather than pop up a confirmation alert to tell the user an action was completed, the system
now displays a green check mark next to the action button when the action is complete.
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Rules Trigger When Changing Questions in a Template
When a user loads a CliniGuide template into an encounter and changes a question item (

) to a

committed item ( ), the system now displays any rules triggered by that item. The user can then choose
to apply the rule or not as with any other rules triggered in an encounter.

Figure 5.2 Changing a Question Triggers a Rule

Recommended Actions on Additional Triggers
Depending on the trigger you choose for a rule, you can also recommend that the provider add a specific
item to the patient’s encounter record. The item can be an assessment, medication, procedure, laboratory
test, immunization, referral order, nursing order, measure, instructions, or assessment. The rule can even
recommend that you load a specific CliniGuide to the encounter.
With version 16.0, there is now a Recommended action option when adding actions to the rule for the
following triggers:

 When creating an encounter
 When saving an encounter
 When opening an encounter: Recommended actions only work and prompt a user when the
user opens an unsigned encounter. If the provider has signed the encounter, no changes can
be made to it so the system cannot add any items from the rule to the encounter.
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Figure 5.3 Recommended Actions
When you select the item, the appropriate Reference List Viewer window opens. However, if you select the
Apply CliniGuide Template option, the system prompts you to load the CliniGuide you want to
recommend to the user. The recommended actions work as all recommended actions do in the system.
For example, Dr. Davidson has created a rule for himself to trigger when he creates an encounter. He wants
to catch when a patient's BMI is outside the normal limits and they haven't had any interventions recorded
in the last year. When triggered, the rule prompts him to add a specific CliniGuide to the new encounter. He
created a CliniGuide containing the necessary pieces of information he needs to record in an encounter to
help him meet the requirements of Clinical Quality Measure 69. Now, when prompted, he can simply click
the Add button to add required information to the visit.
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